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Indiana University Prof
Warns of Social Media
Manipulation in Elections
by Peter Dorfman
In his role as DJ Angst, Indiana University professor Johan Bollen
programs meticulously paced techno music to manage the ebb and
flow of the crowd’s energy at venues like the Root Cellar Lounge
in the basement at FARMbloomington. His stage name is aptly
chosen. Angst is central to Bollen’s academic focus, too.
Bollen’s research bridges data science and psychology. An associate professor at the School of Informatics and Computing, he
has a Ph.D. in experimental psychology and teaches a course in
collective intelligence.
Bollen studies crowds and the way they can be influenced by
external stimuli—electronic music or media—especially social
media. In perhaps his most influential research paper, he demonstrated that stock market moves could be predicted from widespread sentiments detected in tweets on Twitter.
“People innately need to connect,” Bollen muses. “You would
expect social media to make us happier. Unfortunately, research
shows a strong correlation between frequent social media use
and all sorts of social dysfunction. One possible reason is that
in networks there are very unequal patterns of connection. You
gradually sense that your friends are more popular than you are.
Frequent social media users are measurably less happy, and they
reinforce each other. Unhappy people tend to connect with other
unhappy people.”
Raised in Belgium, Bollen, 45, arrived at IU in 2009 after five
years as a staff scientist at Los Alamos National Laboratory in New
Mexico. A naturalized U.S. citizen, he was on sabbatical in Europe
with his wife and daughter during the 2016 presidential election.
Nevertheless, he believes he knows how social media was manipulated to affect the result.

Bollen has warned that
well-funded ideologues use
automated web robots to comb
through the shared personal
data of Facebook users to
develop sophisticated models of political beliefs across
populations, then flood the
network with minutely targeted
messages that change attitudes
through relentless repetition.
He believes it is likely that
conservative groups influenced
the outcome of the election in
this way.
“Billions of people are
openly confessing online,” Bollen explains. “It’s straightforward,
technically, to use that data to target not only ads but news. Emotions are contagious. There are thousands of bots programmed to
generate messages that push people’s buttons. If they can move
sentiment by two percent, they could swing an election.”
For those worried about these pernicious influences, Bollen has
a prescription: “Go outside and take a walk,” he suggests. “Shut off
the computer and go talk to your neighbors.”
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